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What is Crystalusion?
Crystalusion™ – Liquid Glass Protection is an Oleophobic coating
which naturally resists the build-up of oils and fats and therefore does reduce the appearance of fingerprints on a surface. It is
thinked to be used in every kind of glasses. After prolonged usage
you may see finger prints on the device however these can be wiped off with ease due to the oleophobic properties of the coating.
Crystalusion uses nanotechnology and therefore is invisible to the
naked eye. The Liquid Glass Protection layer is 500 times thinner
than a human hair however once applied, if you gently stroke the
back of your hand over the surface you will feel the coating. You
can also take a water dropper and carefully apply drops to the
surface. By doing this you will see immediately that the droplets
“bead” on the surface.
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About us
Crystalusion™ – Liquid Glass Protection.
They are a company based in London, United Kingdom. Crystalusion
is present in more than 65 countries around the world. In addition, they
sell the product online for worldwide. Their packs are designed in London and their technology is developed in Germany.
Nanotechnology offer the maximum protection possible for the
screens. They use only high quality products to made Crystalusion.
The team work every single day to improve the products and offer the
best innovatives advances for all.
Crystalusion is a leading nanotechnology manufacturer. Their revolutionary liquid glass protection system can be used to protect any
multimedia device. Applied as a liquid Crystalusion is completely
device agnostic, providing a true “one size fits all” system that is also
100% invisible enabling users to protect their products without altering
the aesthetic look and feel of the device. Crystalusion delivers industry-leading resistance against scratching, makes devices easy to clean
and inhibits bacterial infestation. Crystalusion is certified to ASTM
international standards.
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How to use Crystalusion?
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Mobile World Congress 2015
Highlights from Mobile World Congress 2015 where the Crystalusion team exhibited their Liquid Glass technology. This year the
Liquid Glass Nanotech team joined 2,000 other exhibitors and participated in the largest and most important mobile conference in the
world; Mobile World Congress 2015 which takes place every year
in Barcelona. Mobile World Congress receives more than 93,000
attendees from over 200 countries.
As demonstrated in the video, our Liquid Glass Nanotechnology is
extremely versatile and can be used to protect virtually any surface,
solid or absorbent.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Rf7RmO6ZpI
For more information, visit our blog:
https://www.liquidglassnanotech.com/liquid-glass-protection-mobile-world-congress-in-barcelona/
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Mobile News Awards 2017
Crystalusion- Liquid Glass Protection won the Mobile News Award as the
most Innovative Product of 2017. This is one of the most important awards
in the mobile industry.
This was a very important for the team. It was the starting point to re-invent
Crystalusion packaging. They make it more simple, smart and attractive.
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